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Adventure Deluxe is a word-puzzle game. Perform wordy miracles to defeat more than 150 villains and save Lex's library. This game was created and published by PopCap Games. This game was released on November 28, 2006 for Microsoft Windows. This game was the second in the Bookworm
Adventures series. Bookworm Adventures Deluxe also win 3 awards, one for best word and trivia game of 2006, number two for best game design of 2006 and last for best story/narrative of 2006. This game has 150 animated different types of enemies, 3 modes to play and 3 mini-games. In 2007, this
game won the best downloadable game of the year award from the Interactive Achievement Awards. More sequel to Bookworm Adventure Game, Bookworm Adventures: Volume 2, was released July 30, 2009 for Microsoft Windows.Conquer exciting mini-games and brilliant bonus modes to test your
word of puzzle prowess. Survive 3 mythical storybooks and increase all your power with fantastic gems, magical treasures and potions. This is the ultimate test of vocabulary prowess! Bookworm Adventures Deluxe Cover Art Gameplay: All players guide the Lex Bookworm (voiced by PopCap's chief
creative director, Jason Kapalka) through a huge number of stages, battling horrible and great creatures along the way (which are largely based on Greek mythology, tales from 1001 and gothic fiction of Arab nights, while enemies in the sequel are the game based on fairy tales, Chinese mythology). Each
battle and fight consists of Lex squaring off against this particular enemy. All 2 Of Lex and his opponent have health meters that, when exhausted, signal defeat. However, unlike the more traditional games where players can injure their opponents with weapons or magic, enemies in Bookworm
Adventures are damaged by forming words. As in the A bookworm, words are formed from a grid of available letters, although unlike the original, the letters used to form words should not be next to each other. The longer the word that is formed, the more damage is done to opponents. All sounds are
amazing. Similarly, words generated by letters that are less common do more harm than those that use only common letters. Each step, players can form one word, while enemies use one of their available attacks to injure Lex, heal themselves, or otherwise make the fight more difficult. The graphics of
this game are so beautiful. If he wins, Lex automatically regains all his health between battles; However, there are certain stages called survival battles (still called boss battles in the first game) where Lex will not be healed between enemies. Bookworm Adventures Deluxe Screenshots: Bookworm
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GHz Double Core RAM: 512 MB Video Memory: 128MB Sound Card: DirectX Compatible DirectX: 9.0c Hard Drive: 50MB Free Recommended System Requirements OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: INTEL 2.4GHz Double Basic RAM: 1GB Video Memory: 256MB Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
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